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With the emerging importance of achieving climate targets and net-zero levels, 
assessing the environmental sustainability of buildings is of paramount importance.  
Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) is a popular tool used for such assessment.  However, 
performing LCA for buildings is time-consuming and challenging due to 
inconsistencies in the databases, software limitations, and data intensiveness, making 
it a complex tool for decision-making applications.  Therefore, this study proposes a 
methodological framework to develop surrogate LCA models for buildings using 
modern machine learning (ML) tools such as Multiple Regression and Artificial 
Neural Networks (ANN).  Such a framework improves the application of LCA in 
environmental decision-making during the planning of building projects by reducing 
the time, effort, and complexity associated with conducting LCA of buildings.  It can 
be found that the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) for the tested dataset in the 
regression-based model is less than 5 percent rendering it a good surrogate model. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Buildings significantly influence the environment due to large resource consumption, 
energy and water use, and emission and waste generation associated with 
construction, operation, and end of life (Francis and Thomas, 2020).  Therefore, it is 
essential to balance out these impacts through improved decision-making and policies 
to achieve global targets of net-zero and sustainable development goals.  Although 
several tools were developed for environmental assessment, Life Cycle Assessment 
(LCA) is the most popular and standardized tool in this domain.  LCA helps quantify 
the effects of human activities on the environment (Barros and Ruschel, 2020).  
However, buildings have a very long lifespan and are subject to changes in building 
characteristics, particularly during their operational phase (Fouquet et al., 2015).  
Hence, modern research is transforming its outlook from a static to a dynamic 
environmental assessment of buildings (Beloin-Saint-Pierre et al., 2020; Francis and 
Thomas, 2022a; Levasseur et al., 2010). 
However, the dynamic and diverse behaviour of buildings and the data intensiveness 
associated with their scale and size creates a lot of complexity and variability in 
environmental assessment (D'Amico et al., 2019).  Further, the absence of standard 
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environmental databases and non-uniformity in assessment methods makes buildings 
a more challenging product for evaluation as it comprises of several materials, 
transportation, and significant energy and water consumption (Morales et al., 2020).  
Further, decision-making and policy analysis in the building sector involves 
evaluating numerous alternatives and scenarios to arrive at the best possible solutions 
in terms of environmental sustainability.  However, the rigorous data inventory 
requirement, data gaps due to improper reporting of possible impacts, and the non-
uniformity of methods and databases make LCA a complex tool for such elaborate 
decision-making applications in the building sector. 
To address the challenges mentioned above associated with conducting LCA of 
buildings and utilising its potential in decision making, it is worth exploring the 
potential of modern ML tools in this domain.  Such modern computational tools of 
simulation and ML could ease the complexities of applying environmental assessment 
tools.  Studies have demonstrated that such tools can be utilized to develop surrogate 
prediction models that enable efficient, robust, and faster analysis (Sousa et al., 1999; 
Ziyadi and Al-Qadi, 2019)̣. 
Therefore, this paper proposes a framework for developing an ML-based LCA 
prediction model to perform LCA for buildings.  It demonstrates the application of 
ML tools such as multiple regression algorithms and Artificial Neural Networks 
(ANN) to create robust surrogate models to predict the environmental performance of 
buildings.  Such prediction models save time and reduce the complexity of 
environmental analysis while enabling efficient and dynamic assessment of the built 
environment.  Such models enable LCA application for better environmental decision-
making of buildings by enhancing its flexibility and capability to evaluate numerous 
scenarios and alternatives while planning building projects. 
LCA helps quantify the environmental impacts of a product or a system (Rebitzer et 
al., 2004).  It takes a cradle to grave approach by considering the life cycle effects of a 
product or activity from the procurement of raw materials to its final demolition and 
disposal.  International Organisation of Standardisation (ISO) standards are available 
to perform LCA (Guinee et al., 2011).  The existing studies show that LCA has been 
popularly applied in the built environment for research and practical applications 
(Cabeza et al., 2014; Chau et al., 2015; Sharma et al., 2011).  However, the 
widespread application and use do not negate that LCA is a time-consuming method 
with complex computing and analysis involved (Sousa et al., 1999).  Notably, when 
buildings are the products analysed, this complexity increases with the long-life span 
and varying dynamic nature of building characteristics, such as changing properties of 
building materials, surroundings, and energy consumption.  Hence, as generally done 
in a conventional LCA, a static assessment would underestimate the actual impacts 
due to buildings (Francis and Thomas 2022a).  Data gaps and non-uniformity of 
databases are challenges in performing dynamic LCA for buildings (Hellweg et al., 
2014).  These challenges limit the application of LCA-based decision-making during 
the planning of building projects. 
However, with the growing necessity to achieve climate targets, sustainable 
development goals, and eventually net-zero targets, it becomes necessary that 
environmental performance is given primary importance while planning and decision 
making of building projects (Francis and Thomas, 2022b).  This demands the 
application of modern ML tools to address these complexities.  ML tools are used to 
develop substitutable prediction models which output the results that closely represent 
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the theoretical values.  Such surrogate models are then used for prediction purposes 
due to their application simplicity and flexibility enabled for constantly changing 
evaluation parameters.  Developing ML-based prediction models requires collecting 
extensive input/initial data.  This data, after pre-processing, is then trained using a 
machine-learning algorithm.  A suitable supervised/unsupervised learning algorithm 
will study the pattern of this input data and develop a "training model." This model is 
then used for prediction based on the test inputs provided to this trained prediction 
model (D'Amico et al., 2019). 
Few studies have explored various ML models and data mining applications for 
environmental assessment, particularly in the building sector.  For instance, Azari et 
al., (2016) and Sharif and Hammad (2019) used a combination of neural networks and 
LCA for optimal design selection of building envelopes and renovation methods, 
respectively.  Meanwhile, another study proposes the use of ANN for a green building 
assessment system based on LCA (Xia and Liu 2013).  Galimshina et al., (2019) used 
a probabilistic LCA using advanced statistical methods to identify renovation 
strategies for buildings.  Although studies have employed the use of ANN and 
regression models for energy assessments (D'Amico et al., 2019; Li et al., 2019), 
limited research is found using surrogate/substitute models for performing a complete 
LCA of buildings.  However, such predictive modelling to perform LCA is proposed 
and demonstrated in other sectors such as agriculture machinery (Ma and Kim, 2015), 
chemical industry (Calvo-Serrano et al., 2018), and product design (Park and Seo, 
2003). 
Nevertheless, considering the complexity of size, scale, and long-life span of 
buildings, dynamically performing a whole-building LCA is often very time-
consuming and challenging (Francis and Thomas, 2022c).  Hence, it is evident that the 
building sector needs to embrace modern computational and statistical tools to 
improve the decision-making process while proposing environmental conscious 
development.  A robust surrogate model used for prediction purposes is efficient if it 
can ensure minimal loss of information while enabling full implementation of LCA 
(Eddy et al., 2014).  Therefore, this study demonstrates the potential of multiple 
regression and ANN tools in creating models to serve as substitutes for performing 
LCA of buildings, thereby reducing the time, cost, and complexities associated with it.  
Such models could then help in easing the decision-making process during project 
planning.  The following section describes the methodological framework to develop 
such substitute models to perform LCA of buildings. 

METHOD 
Figure 1 shows the generic methodology proposed in the paper to enable the 
development of surrogate models to perform LCA for buildings.  The first step is to 
collect inventory data on several building projects in terms of material consumption, 
transport of materials, equipment use and electricity consumption during the entire life 
cycle of the building.  Once the life cycle inventory is compiled for various buildings, 
it should be analysed further for environmental impacts using suitable standard impact 
assessment methods (for the specific geographical boundary under consideration) or 
by using experimental and analytical conversion/characterisation factors (Guinee et 
al., 2011).  Once the LCA impacts are generated in the form of different indicator 
values (global warming potential, human health, ecosystem quality, acidification 
potential, etc.), the data is pre-processed to eliminate duplicate, missing, or 
inconsistent data.  The input (inventory data) and output (LCA indicators) data are 
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then used to develop the ML model for prediction after data pre-processing.  Any 
suitable ML algorithm can be used to develop the training model.  However, the 
prediction accuracy among various methods can vary.  So, the suitable algorithm can 
be chosen depending on the area of application.  Once trained with a suitable ML 
algorithm, the model is then tested and validated for accuracy.  Post validation, the 
model created can be used to obtain LCA indicator results for any building without 
performing a detailed whole building LCA. 

 
Figure 1: Research Method 

The proposed methodology is demonstrated using a case dataset for Indian buildings.  
For this, an inventory data of 1000 buildings that contain information about five 
primary building materials used for building construction and their transportation to 
the site in ton-kilometres is collected.  The five materials chosen are cement, sand, 
steel, bricks/AAC blocks and aggregate.  The choice of five materials is made 
considering that these majorly affect life cycle energy and emissions according to 
studies in the Indian context (Reddy and Jagadish, 2003).  This data is fed as inputs 
into the Simapro software (Version 9.1.0.8), which is software that assists in 
performing LCA.  This data inventory is then assessed using a suitable impact 
assessment method.  In this case, the ReCiPe end-point method (Hierachist Version) 
in association with the Ecoinvent database for these materials in Indian conditions is 
used.  Post the inventory analysis using this method; results are obtained in the form 
of ReCiPe end-point indicators, namely Human health (Disability Adjusted Life Years 
(DALY)), Ecosystem Quality (Species.  Year), and Resources (US Dollars) 
(Owsianiak et al., 2014).  The building inventory dataset of 1000 buildings and the 
three ReCiPe indicators from the impact assessment of each building becomes the 
training dataset for developing the ML model. 
Accordingly, both multiple regression-based algorithms and an ANN-based ML 
model are experimented with to develop and compare prediction models based on the 
training dataset of 1000 buildings.  A python code is used for the multiple regression 
model where the following relationship is derived from the model as shown in 
equation (1).  Using these coefficients that are trained from the regression model, 
different LCA indicator values are predicted for a set of test data to check the 
robustness of the model generated. 
Y=£0+£1X1+£2X2+£3X3+£4X4+£5X5+£6X6+£7X7+£8X8+£9X9+£10X10+£11X11+€  (1) 

Where: 
Y is the predicted results of ReCiPe end-point indicators. 

X1 to X6 is the quantity of building materials in metric tonnes. 
X6 to X11 is the transportation involved for these five materials in ton-kilometres. 

£0,£1…..£11 correspond to the regression coefficients  
€ is the error variable. 
Similarly, an ANN-based prediction model is also developed to compare the accuracy 
of using substitute or surrogate models for LCA.  Figure 2 shows the framework of 
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ANN used in this study.  For this, the 1000 building inventory and impacts dataset 
generated earlier is pre-processed or normalized if necessary and then divided into 
training data (80%) and testing data (20%).  The ANN structure is defined by the input 
layer (input parameters same as that used for the regression model), output layer 
(values of LCA end-point indicators) and the hidden layers in-between.  The input 
layer in this study includes 11 different variables (materials and transportation), as 
shown in Figure 2 and the output layer contains the three LCA end-point indicators 
under the ReCiPe method.  The ANN structure is developed in MATLAB (Version 
2020a) (as shown in Figure 2).  The hidden layers are assigned weights that help 
initiate the activation function.  This activation function maps the non-linear 
relationships between the input and output layers.  This non-linear analysis is what 
distinguishes ANN from the multiple regression model.  The transformation/training 
of data takes place in the hidden layers of neurons based on the nature of the data 
trained.  Bayesian Regularisation is used in training the data.  The iterative process of 
associating weights and bias to the model continues till the number of epochs 
specified is achieved or when the minimizing criteria such as the root mean squared 
errors (RMSE) is reached. 

 
Figure 2: Framework of ANN interface 

FINDINGS 
Figure 3 shows the difference in percentage between the predicted versus actual 
results of ReCiPe end-point indicators for 10 test buildings for both regression and 
ANN.  From these results, both these methods are closely representing the underlying 
structure of the LCA impact assessment method employed since the difference is 
within an acceptable range of less than 5%.  Meanwhile, Figure 4 shows the results of 
the ANN training in MATLAB in terms of means squared error value rendering it a 
satisfactory prediction model.  However, ANN is a more accurate prediction model 
when the data has a non-linear nature, as some existing studies conclude (Davis et al., 
2017; Ziyadi et al., 2019). 
Given the linear nature of the impact assessment method for LCA adopted in the case 
study, further extensive testing of the framework was done on the multiple regression 
model.  The multiple regression models are tested with about 100 new building data 
samples.  The mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) indicates the level of accuracy 
in terms of the difference between predicted and actual. 
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Figure 3: Regression vs ANN comparison of the percentage difference between predicted and 
actual 

 
Figure 4: Results of ANN training 

Therefore, for end-point indicators of human health, ecosystem quality, and resources, 
the MAPE for the samples tested is 4.46%, 4.52%, and 4.71%, respectively, as shown 
in Figure 5.  It is a reasonably good model since the MAPE is below 5%.  Hence, it 
can be used further in other decision-making frameworks for buildings which is 
demonstrated in the paragraphs further. 
When building inputs vary (electricity consumption) constantly with time 
(dynamically), performing LCA becomes further tedious.  Similarly, when LCA is 
adopted for decision-making in evaluating materials and their sourcing alternatives, it 
complicates the process of performing multiple scenarios with multiple datasets 
(Francis and Thomas, 2022b).  For such dynamic applications, the use of substitute 
prediction models based on ML for performing LCA eases the process of decision-
making even if their outputs are an approximate representation of actual cases.  For 
instance, if there is a variation or replacement in the material content, such as cement 
or steel, remodelling and comparison can be quickly made using the surrogate/proxy 
LCA model. 
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Figure 5: Mean Absolute Percentage Error for LCA indicators using regression 

Figure 6 shows the average change in ReCiPe indicators with respect to the base case 
when material content is modified, as shown as percentage replacement from the base 
case.  The graph shows the comparison between the actual LCA results of each 
scenario with the results generated from the substitute prediction LCA model as well.  
It shows that the trends are similar and data points are close for the 40 scenarios 
analysed. 

 
Figure 6: Average Change in LCA indicators with material variation 

The advantage of using proxy LCA models is the ability to reduce complex computing 
when various scenario analyses are involved in enabling decision-making regarding 
environmental sustainability.  For instance, in this specific building test dataset, the 
materials are replaced individually from 0 to 100 percent to evaluate the change in 
LCA indicators.  By using the ML model, the results are obtained swiftly, and it can 
be observed that the cement and steel replacement significantly reduced the end-point 
indicators.  These materials have the highest environmental impacts in terms of energy 
consumption among building materials, as reported by Bardhan (2011) and Jyosyula 
et al., (2020).  For this test data also, similar results are observed.  Such analysis could 
enable the formulation of suitable policies such as local sourcing of materials to 
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reduce trip emissions or policies regarding the use of alternative materials with lower 
environmental impacts.  Hence, the use of substitute prediction models for LCA is 
recommended to enhance the decision-making process while overcoming the 
challenges of data gaps, data rigor, time consumption and non-uniformity in 
assessment methods. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The study introduces the application of ML algorithms to perform LCA analysis of 
buildings which is conventionally a time-consuming, data-intensive, and rigorous 
process due to the scale and size of the data involved.  Further, when LCA-based 
decision-making is based on several scenario analyses, conducting LCA for each 
scenario is complex.  Here, a substitute/proxy prediction model would efficiently help 
predict the LCA-based indicators for the buildings.  Therefore, this study proposes a 
methodological framework to develop ML-based surrogate models to perform LCA 
for buildings.  Testing such models on a sample building dataset shows that the 
MAPE between the actual and predicted is less than 5%, rendering such models 
suitable for prediction.  However, a limitation of such ML models is the need to 
constantly update training data as common background LCA databases are updated 
periodically.  Further, it would be advisable to use primary data regarding 
environmental impacts and characterisation factors of materials from actual sources to 
account for geographical influence on the data inventory and, eventually, the training 
dataset.  The future scope should focus on testing such ML frameworks by generating 
larger training datasets with more materials, electricity consumption, and other entities 
associated with building such that a whole building LCA can be entirely done using 
these substitute ML-based models, enabling faster scenario analysis and its improved 
use as a decision-making tool. 
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